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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  5 1
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
November 5, 2002    TUESDAY
Remember to vote!
E L E C T I O N  D A Y  2 0 0 2
Study: Students ditch
books, Internet use up
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
More students nationwide are bypassing trips to the
library and opting to conduct  research online.
However, though Eastern students are no exception to
this trend, the reopening of Booth Library may be
bringing students back into the library.
A study by Pew Internet and American Life sur-
veyed 2,054 students at colleges including the
University of Illinois is Champaign-Urbana, the
University of Chicago and the University of Illinois in
Chicago, and showed that 73 percent of college stu-
dents prefer to use the Internet rather than the library
for class research. 
Josh Ehrnwald, a graduate secondary education
major, has worked in Booth Library technical services
for three years and said he has noticed an increase in
students passing the reference desk and heading for
technology services where they can surf the Internet
for information.
“They actually want to search for it on their own
rather than going into the reference department,” he
said. “Some things are easier to access here.”
Ehrnwald said the reference desk and technology
services feed off one another, and students sometimes
bounce back and forth, finding information from the
reference desk and technology services. Because ref-
erence department computers do not have Internet
access, many students stop at technology services
first.
Students prefer electronic resources that can be
easily printed out and require less time to acquire than
searching through card catalogs, journals and other
hard copy resources, he said. 
Carol Lorber, head of the reference department,
said searching the Internet can also be easier because
students can search for results with less information
than they would need in the reference department,
and students are not restricted by the hours of the
library if they have Internet access at home.
The increase of students using technology services
and questions Ehrnwald has fielded over the tele-
phone, suggests to him that students may be doing
more research at home. He said many students call
trying to access the library’s proxy server, which
gives people access to all of Booth’s links and
resources from their personal computers.
However, Lorber said when students are looking for
more dependable and credible sources, the reference
desk may prove a better resource. 
The reference desk offers professionals who can
help students find materials just as quickly as search-
ing on the Internet. They have more experience and
may know what students are looking for. In addition,
he said reference materials are sometimes more reli-
able than Internet sources and some professors prefer
them.
“You need to be careful with Web sources,” Lorber
said. “(The reference desk) provides source that I
think teachers are more interested in.”
As each generation becomes more familiar with the
Internet, Lorber said the use of the it for research is
likely to continue. However, the move back to Booth
Library after being scattered on and off campus, may
be putting a dent in the number of people doing
Internet research from home. The locations in
McAfee Gymnasium and Booth West were poorly lit
and inconveniently located, and Lorber said he
believed students may have preferred the comfort-
able setting of their home.
S E E  B O O K S  Page 7
MVC playoff
soccer mania
A wild weekend in the Missouri
Valley Conference men’s soccer
scene effected the Panthers’ seeding
in the league tournament.
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S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Doing some research on Italy, Mark Wonderlin, a junior speech communi-
cations major, flips through some books in Booth Library Monday night.
More students are doing their research on the Internet instead of using
libraries and books.
Charleston, Eastern ready for students head to the polls
By LaTacia Land
S T A F F  W R I T E R
While some students remain
apathetic about the November
elections, most will heed the mes-
sage from countless voter drives
and exercise their right to choose
Tuesday. 
Lillian Barria, a political science
professor, said she and many of her
colleagues have been encouraging
their students to go out and regis-
ter to vote so they may have an
impact in Charleston’s community.
“The purpose of this election is
to choose who will be leading the
state government, between the
Democratic and Republican par-
ties for Senate, who should be
placed in local positions and who
the best candidates for state repre-
sentatives are,” she said. 
Ceci Brinker, director of student
life, says she exercises her right to
vote and hopes students will follow
her example.
“It is important to vote, and it
gives me a say in the people who
will best represent me.  Everyone
should vote because voting is the
one power that everyone across
the board shares, and everyone
should take advantage of it,”
Brinker said.“Voting empowers
(students) to make changes
because the changes will impact
them.  Students rant and rave
about the wrongs of Charleston,
especially the politicians; here is
their chance to change what they
do not like.” 
Some students see voting as an
important opportunity.
“It’s my right to vote, and as an
African American we’ve come a
long way.  My ancestors didn’t
have that right, so I take advantage
of every opportunity to voice my
opinion,” said Marshata Caradine,
a senior family and consumer sci-
ence major. 
Angela Roethemeyer, a junior
health studies and nursing major,
said she believes that voting does
make a difference.  She will exer-
cise her right to vote through an
absentee ballot from her home-
town of Hoyleton.
Katie Strejc, a senior speech
communications major and
University Board member who
helped with the Student Senate stu-
dent voter registration drive, said
she was going to vote and hoped
other students who registered took
the next step as well. 
“It is important for young people
to vote and to have a say,” she said.
While some are anxious to get to
the polls, other students do not plan
on voting in the election for a vari-
ety of reasons.
“While I encourage everyone to
vote, I’m not going to,” said Will
Bumphus, a senior psychology
major.
Bumphus said he believed state
representative elections are
important, but in the true sense of
our country the important vote
comes every four years (in the
presidential election).
“Truthfully, these candidates
won’t fight for the issues in the
community that aren’t a necessary
threat to America,” he said. “If that
was the case these same issues
wouldn’t come up every year. So,
go out and vote, but it’s all about
the money.”
Rachelle Mathews, a senior psy-
chology major, said Illinois elec-
tions aren’t relevant to her.
“No, I don’t plan on voting
because I don’t plan on living in
Illinois long enough for these deci-
sions to affect me directly. “
She also said she lacked confi-
dence in any of the candidates.
“I don’t trust anybody that’s run-
ning enough where I would even
put forth the effort to vote for
them anyway.”
S E E  T U R N O U T  Page 7
Polling Places
 Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union
 Carman Hall
 Students can get a ride to
polling places on Election Day
by calling (217) 273-3133 or
(217) 348-8985.
 Students who registered
with motor voter cards or who
registered during Rev. Jessie
Jackson’s visit should bring
photo identification and mail
sent to their Charleston
address.
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Today is election day, and there
are 21 different positions up for
reelection in the state and in
Coles County.
Running for governor and lieu-
tenant governor are Republicans
Jim Ryan and Carl Hawkinson,
Democrats Rod R. Blagojevich
and Pat Quinn, Libertarians Cal
Skinner and James L. Tobin and
Independent Marisellis Brown
with no lieutenant candidate.
For U.S. Senator, the candi-
dates are Republican Jim Durkin,
Democrat Richard J. Durbin and
Libertarian Steven Burgalier. 
For state attorney general are
Republican Joe Birkett,
Democrat Lisa Madigan and
Libertarian Gary Shilts. For sec-
retary of state the candidates are
Republican Kris O’Rourke Cohn,
Democrat Jesse White and
Libertarian Matt Beauchamp. 
Running for state comptroller
are Republican Thomas
Jefferson Ramsdell, Democrat
Daniel W. Hynes and Libertarian
Julie Fox. For state treasurer are
Republican Judy Baar Topinka,
Democrat Thomas J. Dart and
Libertarian Rhys Read.
Running for U.S. representa-
tive in the 15th Congressional
District are Republican Timothy
V. Johnson, Democrat Joshua T.
Hartke and Green party candi-
date Carl Estabrook.
Running for state senator in
the 55th Legislative District are
Republican Dale A. Righter and
Democrat Steve Thomas. For
state representative in the 110th
Representative District are
Republican Chapin Rose and
Democrat John P. Hayden.
In Coles County, running
uncontested for county clerk is
Republican Betty Coffrin. Also
running uncontested are
Republican Carolyn C. Kolling
for county treasurer, Democrat
Ron Scott for county sheriff and
Democrat John McNary for
regional superintendent of
schools in Clark, Coles,
Cumberland, Douglas, Edgar,
Moultrie and Shelby counties.
Running for the state supreme
court judge in the fourth judicial
district are Republican Rita B.
Garman and Democrat Sue E.
Myerscough. For the judge of the
appellate court are Republican
John Turner and Democrat Bill
Trapp. 
Candidates for the circuit
court judge in the fifth judicial
circuit are Republican Mitchell
K. Schick and Democrat C. Steve
Ferguson. Judicial candidates
seeking retention in office are
Ashton C. Waller, Tracy W. Resch
and Dale A. Cini.
Candidates for county board
district one are Republican
George E. Edwards and
S E E  R A C E S  Page 7
 Plenty of heated
races to be settled 
 Faculty optimistic about
voter turnout
 Revamped Booth Library might be
breaking trend at Eastern
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Workshop for
teacher’s certification
held in Buzzard
By Alta King
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Students attending Eastern for
teacher’s certification may
attend a workshop Wednesday
that will aid in integrating tech-
nology in the classroom.
The workshop will specifically
be about using Inspiration to cre-
ate concept maps, said Julie
Lockett, coordinator for technol-
ogy support on grants. 
The workshop will be conduct-
ed by the Preparing Tomorrow’s
Teachers to Use Technology
(PT3) Office of the College of
Education and Professional
Studies, a press release stated. 
The purpose of PT3, a grant
project, is to integrate state and
national technology standards
into the teacher preparation pro-
gram at Eastern through a collab-
orative effort of all stakeholders
in teacher preparation, the Web
site stated. 
The workshop will introduce
basic skills for the topic.
Participation certificates will be
issued to preregistered students
who attend the workshop, a press
release stated. 
The workshop is part of a
series; others later in November
will cover topics such as updating
Web pages and scanning docu-
ments and photos. 
The workshop will begin at 2
p.m. in Buzzard Room 2445.
Students who wish to register
may call Jennifer Smith at 581-
8407. The last day to register is
Tuesday.
For more information about
the workshops and PT3, visit
http://www.eiu.edu/pt3 or e-mail
Lockett at jalockett@eiu.edu.
Library expansion designs 
presented at city council meeting
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
The city’s library is in redesign
phases for its expansion project
that will be detailed at tonight’s
city council meeting.
The city council meets in the
council chambers at 7:30 p.m. on
the second floor of the municipal
building at Sixth Street and
Jackson Avenue.
The library project is in the pre-
liminary design stages, and, at the
meeting, fund raising as well as
grant programs will be discussed
for the project’s funding.
Also at the meeting, the council
may vote on a new franchise agree-
ment with Mediacom cable compa-
ny. Cougill has previously said that
before the council agrees, it will
first address problems he predicts
in the future. One of those future
problems is HD TV.
By the year 2010, HD TV, High
Definition Television, will be
referred to as “regular TV,” and so
Cougill predicts everyone will rush
out to buy a new TV suitable to
carry HD TV just as they did with
color TV. 
Before making a decision on the
cable contract, the council will
address the HD TV issue and
ensure they are capable of sup-
porting HD TV in addition to other
issues so they can ensure good
service. 
Also on its agenda, the council
will be awarding a bid to for the
construction of a statue emulating
the Abraham Lincoln and Stephen
Douglas debate that occurred in
1858 in Coles County. Somewhere
between 8,000 and 12,000 people
watched at the fairgrounds about
three miles from Lincoln Avenue
off of University Drive and State
Street. 
The statue will cost $10,000 and
will be put in the Lincoln-Douglas
Debate Museum in Charleston.
Additionally, the council may
vote on an agreement authorizing
the widening of Polk Avenue.
Cougill said the city would like to
widen the street from Division to
Seventh Street beginning next
year.
By Michael Dixon
S T A F F  W R I T E R  
National French Week, which
started Monday and ends
Thursday, will be featuring a
French food festival Tuesday at 6
p.m. in Coleman Hall, room 1165.
The food festival is a “potluck”
event, said Kathryn Bulver, asso-
ciate professor of foreign lan-
guages who helps the French
Club during events like this one.
The festival is open to anyone
who brings a French dish of
some kind, but the food regula-
tions are “very liberal,” Bulver
said.
“People will bring anything
from crepes to chocolate
mousse,” Bulver said.
National French Week was
established to honor the French
language and culture.
“The members of the French
Club came up with the activities
for this week,”  Bulver said.
Wednesday is a game night
involving everything French.
The week will end Thursday with
an open French table.
“The French table is ongoing,
and is meeting from noon until
one,” Bulver said.
The table, like the food festi-
val, is open to anyone who would
like to learn a little French, or
simply for those who would like
to get caught up on their French-
speaking skills.
The French Club is headed by
President Alex Berry, and meets
every Thursday.
The club consists of the ten
original members, plus five
other active members.
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Robin Dancey, a senior art history major, buys some cookies from Sarah Claunch, a senior math and computer
sciences major, during the bake sale sponsored by the French Club. This week is French Week, with activities
including French Food Night on Tuesday, and French Games Night on Wednesday.
Illegal Consumption by a Minor 
Joel M. Pietrantoni, 19, of Thomas Hall, was cited at 12:11 a.m.
Thursday on the 200 block of Buchanan Ave. for illegal consumption
by minor and resisting arrest, a police report stated.
Dog Running at Large
Michael B. Grigg, 24, of the 400 block of Adams Ave., was cited at
4:23 p.m. Wednesday on the 400 block of Adams Ave. for a dog running
at large, a police report stated.
Obstructing a Peace Officer 
Andrew M. Ponzo, 21, of Lake Forest, was cited at 1:45 a.m. on Oct.
26 on the 1500 block of Second St. for obstructing a peace officer and
resisting arrest, a police report stated.
For continuously updated information on local election numbers
Tuesday, check out The Daily Eastern News Web site at www.thedai-
lyeasternnews.com.
As the voting numbers are released for the national, state and local
election, the Web site will be updated to reflect where the candidates
stand.
Election coverage 2002
P O L I C E B L O T T E R
Say ‘Bonjour’ to French Week
“People will bring any-
thing from crepes to
chocolate moose.”
—Kathryn Bulver
CARBONDALE, (AP) —
Southern Illinois University offi-
cials filed a complaint against the
university’s faculty Monday with
the Illinois Educational Labor
Relations Board, the latest punch
in a bitter fight over a new con-
tract.
SIU officials say the faculty’s
688-member union is not bargain-
ing in good faith, is bringing up old
and settled issues and is threaten-
ing to strike over issues not on the
bargaining table, SIU lawyer Mark
Brittingham said Monday.
Union officials did not immedi-
ately return a telephone messages
left by The Associated Press.
The union, which claims its
members are paid far less than
faculty at similar universities,
filed an intent-to-strike notice
with the the labor board Oct. 30,
clearing the way for a walkout
anytime after a mandatory, 10-day
“cooling off” period expires Nov.
10.
SIU files unfair-labor complaint against faculty
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Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Eastern Illinois University
Bookstore
25% Off
GREETING CARDS
Runs Nov. 3 - Nov. 9
D a i l y  S p e c i a l s
3 4 5 - S U B S
Catering Special
3 ft sub for $35 (feeds 15 to 20)
6 ft sub for $65 (feeds 30 to 40)
Monday
Double Punch Day
Tues, Wed, Thurs
Midweek Special
2 - 6 inch subs for the price of 1
with the purchase of a drink
Sunday
3 - 6 inch combo meals
for $11.99
$5 Friday
$5 Footlong
Late Night Delivery
Fri & Sat 10pm - 2am
2 foot longs $6.99
footlong combo $5.50
Now Serving Crunch-A-Bowl
Salads & Soups
H o w d y  P a r t n e r . . .
Y o u  c o u l d  h a v e a d v e r t i s e d
r i g h t  h e r e !
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
A discussion on the university’s electronic
infrastructure will be the main focus at
Tuesday’s Faculty Senate meeting.
Mihir Chatterji, assistant vice president
for information technology services, will
join the senate to talk about one of the fore-
most concerns of the faculty, said Faculty
Senate Chair Anne Zahlan, professor of
English.
Zahlan said the topic of electronic infra-
structure is popular among faculty mem-
bers since there has been problems with
computers and online courses functioning
this year.
“People depend on technology to help with
teaching, and sometimes technology fails
them,” Zahlan said.
Failing computer technology on campus is
bad for everyone, she said, but for teachers,
it’s even worse.
Chatterji is expected to assess the situa-
tion on campus and share his ideas on what
he thinks needs to be done. 
Zahlan said the Faculty Senate has many
pending agenda items to get to, and she’s
reluctant to invite any more speakers to
meetings, but Chatterji is an important
guest.
“I didn’t want to postpone his visit,”
Zahlan said. “Everyone is interested in talk-
ing to him.”
Recruitment, enrollment and enrollment-
management policies and practice are old
business items Zahlan would like the senate
to act on in the near future.
Last week, Frank Hohengarten, dean of
enrollment management, and faculty repre-
sentatives on the enrollment management
advisory committee discussed the universi-
ty’s recruitment policies at last week’s meet-
ing, but the Faculty Senate did not act on this
item yet.
Zahlan also hopes to consider recommen-
dations for the Radio/TV Board bylaws after
board members joined the Faculty Senate
two weeks ago to discuss WEIU concerns.
Other agenda items will eventually be dis-
cussed and acted on if time allows. Next
week, the Faculty Senate will not invite any-
one to its meeting, and resolutions will be
completed.
The Faculty Senate meets at 2 p.m. every
Tuesday in Booth Library Conference Room
4440.
By Jack Foran
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Students questioned tradition-
al interpretations of Bible pas-
sages related to homosexuality
at “Heaven or Hell? The Bible
and Homosexuality” Monday.
The program was sponsored
by Pride, an recognized student
organization formed to make
students aware of homosexuality
and the myths and rumors sur-
rounding it. 
Kelly Keyes, a freshman unde-
cided major and member of
Pride, wanted the attendees to
know the group was not there to
judge anybody, and she encour-
aged people to feel secure in
their sexual identity.
The presentation consisted of
a video of a previous Pride meet-
ing, in which the members dis-
cussed the references of homo-
sexuality that appeared in the
Old Testament of the Bible. 
The purpose was to dispel the
myths that homosexuality is
frowned upon in the eyes of God
and Christianity.
By interpreting passages
found in the books of Genesis,
Judges and Leviticus, the mem-
bers explained how it was easy
to misunderstand the meanings
of certain stories. 
The passages in the books of
Genesis and Judges dealt with
people taking pity on traveling
men and allowing them to spend
the night in their homes.
However, these travelers are
unwelcome in the eyes of the
other townsfolk, and soon the cit-
izens are demanding that the
travelers be handed over to them
to be raped.
While this seems to be a con-
demnation on homosexuality, the
members of Pride made sure to
explain that it is merely a con-
demnation of rape. It has nothing
to do with sex in either of these
cases; it is all about power and
control.
The Leviticus passage con-
tained the verse, “You shall not
lie with a male as with a woman;
it is an abomination.”  
In this context, the line does
not necessarily refer to homo-
sexuality.  
A more likely interpretation
could be that the law is stating a
man should not demean other
men by treating them like prop-
erty, as women were seen during
this time. 
Therefore, lying “with a man
as with a woman” could be a way
of telling the men not to mistreat
other men.
Pride meets at 8 p.m. every
Monday night in the Oakland
Room on the third floor of the
Union.
Pride speaker explores the meaning of Bible passages 
Faculty senate to discuss electronic infrastructure problems 
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Before showing a videotaped presentation titled “Heaven or Hell - The Bible and Homosexuality,” Kelly Keyes, a
freshman undeclared major, speaks during the EIU Pride meeting in the Oakland Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. 
 Presentation investigates the myths surrounding
verses and various interpretations of the Bible,
discuss how they relate to homosexuality 
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
A Student Senate light walk might change
more than campus lighting.
The senate University Development and
Recycling Committee and other interested
students will walk the campus Monday, Nov.
13 to check safety and environment issues.
“I’m not just looking at lights on campus
or lack of,” said chair Allison West, who said
the walk will also inspect emergency poles,
crosswalks, usage of cigarette disposals and
placement of recycling bins, trash recepta-
cles and bicycle racks.
West said the committee will check for,
“things that need improvement...or things
that need to get installed.”
She said the light walk will be the first of
two; the second one hopefully to bring city
officials along to see the campus needs dis-
covered by the first walk.
The light walk was a main factor in
improving campus safety last year, said
Speaker of the Senate Bill Davidson, previ-
ous committee chair.
“The light walk was key in getting more
development on campus with lights and
with pedestrian safety,” he said. “Pretty
much all the additional lighting on campus
was the result.”
He said the walk led to the new pedestri-
an crosswalk near Lawson and Taylor Halls
and replacing campus lighting.
“A lot of it with the city was replacing
burned out light bulbs,” he said.
Davidson said one needed area of
improvement is street lighting near cam-
pus.
“Basically, what I think we need is to light
up Fourth Street a little bit more,” he said.
“There will be times when you will be driv-
ing down Fourth Street and you cannot see
people walking in front of you.”
The committee will use the walk to pro-
mote a better working campus, West said.
West and the senate Shuttle Bus
Committee also initiated a walking cam-
paign at the beginning of the semester to
alleviate parking issues and promote the
health benefits of walking. West said the
committees will be putting up more posters
to also promote a better working campus.
“We’re really going to be working hard
trying to get people to walk even though it’s
cold out,” she said.
Students who would like to participate in
the first light walk at 5:30 p.m., or offer
ideas about needed campus improvement
can contact West at cuakw1@eiu.edu or 581-
2168.
Light walk will yield environmental, safety improvements
The Oct. 28 edition of The
Daily Eastern News accu-
rately paraphrases Bill
Weber, associate vice presi-
dent of academic affairs, a
member of the administra-
tion bargaining team,
extolling the level of faculty
compensation at Eastern:
“Eastern has the highest per-
centage of appropriated staff
funding spent on faculty
salaries in the state.” This
sounds peachy, but it’s
extremely misleading. When
I asked Dr. Weber if he
included chairs’ salaries as
faculty salaries, he acknowl-
edged that he did. Then,
when asked if chairs could
join the UPI Bargaining Unit,
since he was counting their
salaries as faculty salaries,
he said he didn’t know. Of
course, the answer is no;
Blair Lord, vice president of
Academic Affairs, verified at
the Faculty Senate that, at
Eastern, chairs are classified
as administrators.
Now, I’m not interested in
driving a wedge between fac-
ulty members and their chairs.
It’s just that some upper
administrators play fast and
loose with classifications to
suit special purposes. When it
comes to “managerial control”
over faculty, chairs are admin-
istrators, but when it comes to
inflating the proportion of
funding for faculty, chairs are
faculty. Very convenient.
Keep in mind the central
fact: Eastern’s faculty are the
lowest paid university faculty
in this state.
John Allison
English professor
UPI Bargaining Team
Member
I want to correct a mis-
statement I made during the
recent UPI informational
picket to support academic
quality in front of Old Main
on Oct. 23. I announced I
had heard recently of a
“writing-intensive” class
with an enrollment of 274.
I have since learned that
the course in question has
an enrollment limit of 250,
and the course is not writ-
ing-intensive.  
I regret those factual
errors. We have discovered
an increasing number of
classes with more than 
200 students enrolled, and I
am concerned about the
quality of learning that goes
on in such large classes. The
statement I made in haste is
part of a larger 
pattern that raises 
concern.  
But it is important that we
tell the truth and not let
mistakes of this kind distort
our discussion.
David Radavich
English professor
UPI chapter president
So your mother said don't talk
to strangers — don't listen to her.
If she had her way, how would
people connect? Talking to random
people is what makes the world go
around. It's an experience fun-lov-
ing people must seek out.
So you're not a social butterfly
— that shouldn't matter. A simple
hello is all you need to get it start-
ed. Dirty looks could be
exchanged from some, but who
needs to talk to those types of peo-
ple anyway? Random-person talk-
ing is a two-way street.
You never know who that
stranger might be. It could be
your best friend for the next 30
years or it could be your spouse,
but you'll never know unless you
say, "Hi, how are you?"
There are certainly more hos-
tile ways to do it.
Would Aaron Burr and
Alexander Hamilton have wound
up in their famous duel if they had
taken the time to exchange pleas-
antries? Burr may not have been
so uptight at Hamilton about a
presidential election if he took the
time to befriend Hamilton instead
of making an attempt to shoot him.
Surely famous duos weren't set
up. 
Batman and Robin weren't kid-
napped then thrown together in a
room and told to go fight crime.
At some point or another one had
to have the gumption to say, "Hey,
nice tights."
In post-Sept. 11 times it seems
as though we are more isolated,
when we were supposed to be
more unified. Forget airport secu-
rity problems, what about airport
socializing? 
People routinely tear through
the airport en route to their port
of call without saying a word to
any of the thousands around them. 
And yet, men complain about
not being able to meet women and
women compare men to swine.
Look around and peoplewatch
— you'd be surprised with what
you'll find. 
It seems like sheer common
sense to talk to a stranger or two
every now and then, but we don't do
it and it's a shame. Here we are at
the heart of the youth of America.
Thousands of ideas exchanged by
brilliant young minds and some of
us refuse to tap into that pool.
Instead we go about our own
lives ignoring those around us
with a get-in, get-out, get-the-
diploma mentality. 
People aren't so random.
There's no stranger danger here. 
After talking with someone
you've never met before for only a
few minutes it's easy to be amazed
with how much you have in com-
mon with him or her, but you'll
never know unless you ask.
It's amazing that while we're
stuck in our own world of the
greater Charleston-Mattoon metro
area, those in Florida, Texas and
California are having the same
experiences and problems we
have here.
College students are supposed
to be open minded. But by simply
sticking with our surroundings we
are closed. There's a certain com-
fort zone in that. The average stu-
dent figures college life is stress-
ful enough as it is, "Why should I
add more wrinkles to the experi-
ence by seeking out strangers."
The college student with that
excuse is alone — never a fun
place to be.
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Nate Bloomquist
Sports editor
and 
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Bloomquist also
is a senior 
journalism major.
He can be reached
at 581-2812 or
nbloomquist@eiu.edu
Meet more random people
O P I N I O N
Voting: 
A chance
for change
E D I T O R I A L
Roles tend to change for convenience
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“Talking to random
people is what makes
the world go round. It’s
an experience fun-lov-
ing people must seek
out.”
Incorrect statements
given at picket
Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu
In a year when freedom and justice are in the
forefront of everyone’s minds, we should
remember to exercise our given freedom to
vote.
As our country considers whether to send our
troops to Iraq to possibly remove Sadaam
Hussein, who does not allow more than one can-
didate on the ballot, we should proudly exercise
our right to vote for any candidate that we
choose.
Approximately 700
Eastern students have been
registered to vote through
efforts of different groups
on campus. While this is not
as many students as should
be registered, those who did
register need to make sure
and vote. Registering to
vote does not accomplish
anything without actually
voting.
While we do not have much say over what hap-
pens once our representatives to once they
arrive in office, we do have a say in who we
choose to represent us and our values.
Part of being a responsible voter is informing
yourself on the candidates and finding out which
ones are most aligned with your stance on differ-
ent issue. To find out more about each candidate,
visit their Web site or look at newspaper articles
and campaign literature about what candidates
would like to accomplish with each 
position.
Among the many activities you could do in
your free time today, voting is one of the most
important and impactful. As students, we can
make a difference.
Students often complain they do not feel their
voices are heard. Voting is one chance we do
have to show we care about what happens not
only in our hometowns, but across the country. 
Students are also able to draw attention to the
monetary needs of Eastern and other factors
affecting us by showing the legislators in
Springfield that they have constituents at this
university who care to voice their opinions. 
We have to power to change the world as we
know it.
But none of these things will happen if you do
not vote today. Take a few minutes to help deter-
mine our state leadership and representation at
the federal level. Help disprove the belief that
college students are apathetic and do not care
about current events.
And anyone who did not register for this elec-
tion should make sure to register before the next
one.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
Today is
election day
Our stance
Every person
registered to
vote needs to
be sure and do
so today.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
WWW.STUSONLINE.COM
Stu’s
Dropping Top 40 Beats
$2 22oz Miller Lite Bottles
$1.50 Rolling Rock
Tuesday
Dj Cancer & DJ Jay Killa
$3 Cover
$1 Well Drinks 
$1.50 Cans  
$2 Jager Shots
$2.75 BBQ Pork Sandwich
W/ Fries or Fried Chips
ATM
UV Contest
Coming Soon
Tuesdays
Free Chips &
Salsa
of Mattoon
Amaretto Stone Sour
& Red Bull Vodkas
$3
A
d
v
e
r
t
i
s
e Help your business
BLOSSOM
581-2816
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR
The stands at Eastern’s basket-
ball games could look a bit more
blue by the first or second home
game.
Blue Crew, an unofficial cam-
pus organization started in 2000
to promote a university fan base,
is trying to attract more students
this season after dropping
involvement last year, said
Student Body President Alison
Mormino.
She said students who join the
Blue Crew will receive university
blue T-shirts to wear at games.
“It seems like there’s a real
lack of school spirit around here.
It kind of goes back to apathy,”
she said. “If you’ve got more peo-
ple tailgating than inside the sta-
dium watching the (football)
game, that kind of says some-
thing.”
Mormino said the organization
will market the scheduled games
by passing out fliers and wearing
their T-shirts at the game and
likely elsewhere on game day.
She said students could also
help organize other events, such
as a winter homecoming.
“With our venue the way it is,
you’re really on top of the team,”
Mormino said.
The basketball games in Lantz
Arena put fans close to the
crowd, said David Kidwell, assis-
tant director of athletics, sports
information and marketing.
“Because Lantz puts students right on
the court, we can really have an impact,”
he said.
Kidwell said the Blue Crew would be
similar to the Orange Crush at the
University of Illinois that encourages fan
participation.
“With anyone’s home basketball atmos-
phere, a crowd can go a long way in help-
ing a team be more successful,” he said.
“It’s going to have to be peers. It’s going to
have to be students who are going to have
to get this to go.”
In the past, the Blue Crew drew around
fifty students, but joining the organization
involves student responsibility, Kidwell
said.
“I don’t want to just give someone a T-
shirt and never see them again,” he said.
“Ideally, we’ll get a sizable number of stu-
dents who commit and want to sit at the
games.”
Rick Samuels, Eastern’s head basket-
ball coach, also addressed Student Senate
to encourage establishing the organiza-
tion. 
He asked senate members to join the
group and encourage others to do the
same for this season.
“Eastern Illinois University is different
in our athletic events; we are predomi-
nately a student-dominated crowd,”
Samuels said.
He and Kidwell also attended last
week’s Residence Hall Association meet-
ing to generate further interest in the
Blue Crew.
Kidwell said a meeting will be sched-
uled by the end of this month for interest-
ed students.
For more information contact Kidwell
at 581-6408 or csdak@eiu.edu or  Mormino
at 581-7670.
Group fights the lack of school spirit ‘blues’
F I L E  P H O T O
Students of the unrecognized student organiztion, Blue Crew, hope to put the excitment back into Panther sporting events by wearing matching T-shirts
and passing out flyers at games and events. 
 Blue Crew promotes involvement with colorful shirts, high energy after noticing decling attendance and excitment at sporting events 
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Eclipse
348-6700
610 W. Lincoln Ave., Suite B
“Capture the Raw Energy of City Hair”
Next to Art Park West
Studio
$6.50 per dozen (tax included)
$3.50 per 1/2 dozen (tax included)
$.60 single donut (tax included)
Orders can be placed before 3:00 PM on Monday for
pick-up on Thursday.
Call 581-3616 to place your order.
DOUGHNUTS ARE NOW ON SALE IN
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
EVERY THURSDAY AT 7:00 AM STARTING NOVEMBER 7TH
THE WAIT IS OVER!
THE BODY SHOP
348-TANS
The 10 “Hot tes t”  Beds In  Town
1406 6th Charleston
$5.00 OFF Any Tanning Package 
With Coupon!!
Exp i res  Nov .  11 ,  2002
Fill all the
empty seats
at your next
event...
ADVERTISE
Chapin
For State Representative
ADVERTISE!
ADVERTISE
581-2816
In the DEN
imagine.
advertise
581-2816
By Amber Jenne
S T A F F  W R I T E R
It’s hard for one to imagine one’s mother
saying that she was just diagnosed with
breast cancer. It can be even harder to imag-
ine having been able to help her prevent it.
For many women, facing such a challenge
always seems to happen to someone else, until
they become that someone else.
For the second consecutive year, the
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
and Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. teamed up in
October on this women’s health effort as part
of National Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
CMS, in partnership with the National Cancer
Institute, distributed free educational book-
marks and fliers to Wal-Mart pharmacy cus-
tomers throughout October to promote
screening mammography.  
Because Wal-Mart is a national chain, CMS
was able to reach people in many urban and
rural communities.  
“This wonderful partnership utilized Wal-
Mart’s national, community-based presence
to spread the message that screening mam-
mography saves lives,” said Annette E.
Kussmaul, M.D., M.P.H., a medical officer at
CMS.  
Other than utilizing Wal-Mart as a partner-
ship to spread awareness about breast cancer,
CMS also performs many outreach activities
such as going to senior centers and health
fairs and giving formal presentations at bene-
ficiary forums. The program’s aim is to get
the message out from every angle and layer
on as many pieces of information as it can.  
Women are affected by the dangers of
breast cancer at various ages. 
“If they get the message at a young age,”
said Carol Krohm, a partner in CMS, “the pre-
vention of breast cancer will be important
throughout the rest of their lives. Older
women today were not aware of the dangers
and didn’t seek preventive care. It is up to us
to educate our society.”
NCI recommends that women 40 years of
age and older be screened every one to two
years with mammography. The American
Cancer Society recommends that women
have an annual mammogram and clinical
breast examinations beginning at age 40.
According to the society, mammograms are
essential for saving lives. When breast cancer
is found early in a localized state and treated,
most women will be cured. 
In Coles County, Dr. Edward Hoptin, direc-
tor of Medical Oncology, sees approximately
60 to 70 new cancer patients each year and
more than one each week at Sarah Bush
Lincoln Cancer Center.  He said there are
numerous factors that help determine the
success or failure rate of cancer patients.  If
the tumor is small and the cancer is treated
early, more treatment options are available.
Dr. Hoptin recommends that women have a
mammogram every year after the age of 40 to
detect breast cancer early.  If they have a
family history of breast cancer or feel a lump
in their breast, it becomes especially impor-
tant to see a doctor.  
When treating a cancer patient, doctors
must be able to offer care and support.  
“As a doctor, you have to take time to com-
municate and interact with your patient,” Dr.
Hoptin said.  “You cannot just dictate about
the severity of their condition, but must spend
time with them and learn about their con-
cerns.”  
Although a majority of patients are over-
whelmingly upset when told they have can-
cer, Dr. Hoptin said breast cancer patients are
often different.  
“They develop a positive attitude and are
upbeat,” Dr. Hoptin said. “This is largely due
to the fact that they may know women who
have it and know of their success stories.
They are able to relate to them and become
more informed of their condition.”
Some women are aware that cancer is a
part of their family history, but still refrain
from getting a regular checkup. Bonnie
Overton, a survivor, was diagnosed with
breast cancer in Aug. 1998. Although she
knew of the presence of cancer in her fami-
ly, she did not have regular checkups. She
said she did not know how she found it; she
was just in the bathroom one day and
noticed a lump.  
Breast cancer awareness
saves lives one day at a time
Two brothers convicted of
capital murder in soccer
field slayings of four friends
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — Two brothers
were convicted Monday of five murders,
including the slayings of four friends who
were forced to engage in sexual acts with
each other before they were taken to a
snowy soccer field and shot.
Reginald Carr, 24, and Jonathan Carr,
22, did not show any visible reaction when
the verdicts were read after a nearly two-
month trial. Reginald Carr was in shack-
les, as he had been throughout much of the
trial after allegedly threatening deputies.
The same jury will be asked to decide if
the brothers should be sentenced to death
or life in prison; the penalty phase begins
Tuesday.
Prosecutors said they will seek the
death penalty. Defense attorneys declined
comment, saying the trial was not yet
over.
The Carrs were convicted of capital
murder in the Dec. 15, 2000, deaths of
Aaron Sander, 29; Brad Heyka, 27; Jason
Befort, 26; and Heather Muller, 25. They
were convicted of first-degree murder for
the Dec. 11, 2000, shooting of Wichita sym-
phony cellist Ann Walenta.
Each brother faced the same 47 counts
for the crime spree, with Reginald Carr
facing an additional three counts for being
a felon in possession of a firearm.
The most notorious of the crimes was
on Dec. 14-15, when two men entered a
Wichita home. The two women and three
men inside were forced to engage in sexu-
al acts with each other and to withdraw
money from ATMs. The women were
repeatedly raped before the five friends
were taken to the soccer field, forced to
kneel in the snow and were shot in the
back of the head.
Befort’s girlfriend, then a 25-year-old
teacher, survived the shooting and ran
bleeding and naked through the snow to
seek help. She identified the Carr brothers
as the assailants.
Outside court, the victim’s relatives
hugged each other, as well as prosecutors
and an investigator who worked on the
case.
CHICAGO (AP) — Medications are
blamed for birth defects, serious injuries
or deaths in hundreds of children under
age 2 each year, underscoring the need
for more clinical testing of drugs in
infants, researchers say.
Over a three-year period from 1997 to
2000, about 3,750 serious injuries, birth
defects and deaths in children under 2
were linked to medications and reported
to the Food and Drug Administration,
according to a study in the November
issue of Pediatrics.
The study, conducted by researchers at
George Washington University and the
University of Maryland, comes two
weeks after a federal court said the FDA
does not have the power to require drug
makers to test adult medicines in chil-
dren.
The study found 769 deaths and 664
cases of birth defects or disabilities pos-
sibly linked to drugs used in children or to
medications taken by their mothers dur-
ing pregnancy, delivery or breast-feed-
ing.
Study says more clinical testing
of drugs in infants needed
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Got Job?
Fall Career Day/Job Fair for
Educators - TOMORROW
Wed., Nov. 6, 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by Career Services, Rm. 3040 SSB, 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
SANTA CLAUS 2 (G)
DIGITAL SOUND  4:00 6:45 9:20
I SPY (PG13)
DIGITAL SOUND  4:30 7:00 9:30
THE RING (PG13)
4:20 7:10 9:50
JACKASS: THE MOVIE  (R)
5:15 8:05 10:15
GHOST SHIP (R)
DIGITAL 5:30 7:50 10:00
ABANDON (PG13)
4:40 7:40 10:10
SWEET HOME ALABAMA (PG13)
4:40 7:30 9:55
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING  (PG13)
4:50 7:20 9:40  
JONAH: A VEGGIE TALE  (G)   6:45
RED DRAGON   (R)   7:00
The grass is always
greener when you 
advertise.
581-2816
4.75
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
Sing out
Members of the District V high school jazz choir sing “Like Someone in Love” by April Arabian-Tini, Monday
evening in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Grand Ballroom.   
Books:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
“I think its a much more pleas-
ant place,” he said. “People are
more comfortable with it than the
other locations. I see more people
using (the library) as the semester
goes on.”
The consolidation to one building
also helped.
“I think word has gotten around
that we are all in one place now,”
Ehrnwald said. 
Fran Nelms, a senior early child-
hood education major, said she
prefers to go to Booth Library now,
but during renovations she did
most of her research at home.
“You know if you can’t find
something, you can always ask for
help,” she said.
Races:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Democrat William A.
Harrington. 
Running uncontested for coun-
ty board district two is
Republican John J. Hurst and
Republican A. Max Davis for dis-
trict three. For district four the
candidates are Republican Tim
Gover and Democrat John
Shackles and in district five
Republican Earl E. Volkman and
Democrat Robert Webb. 
Running for county board dis-
trict six are Republican Paul D.
Coffman and Democrat John A.
French. Running uncontested for
district seven is Democrat
Robert Crowder. For district
eight are Republican Jerome C.
Groniger and Democrat Daniel
Lawrence.
Running uncontested for coun-
ty board district nine is
Republican Janice K. Eads as
well as Republican Carl Furry for
district 10. In district 11 are
Republican Thomas E. Burton
and Democrat Pat Black.
Running uncontested in district
12 is Democrat Ray Allen.
Also on the ballot today is a
proposition for a property tax
extension limitation law.
Turnout:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Others don’t feel impacted by
elections in general.
“I’m registered but I’m just
really not interested in politi-
cians,” said Erin Hinkle, a sopho-
more elementary education
major.
Some students don’t feel
informed enough to make a deci-
sion.
“I don’t really know what or
who I’m voting for so I really
wasn’t planning on it,” said Brian
Schumacher, a sophomore com-
puter information science major.
He said if he would have been
more informed about the candi-
dates, he may have been more
persuaded to get the polls.
–Campus editor Melissa Nielsen
contributed to this report
Buckling grain bin
shuts down traffic
CHENOA (AP) — A leaning
grain elevator caused Amtrak to
temporarily suspend some train
service between Chicago and St.
Louis, an Amtrak spokeswoman
said Monday.
A one-mile stretch of Old Route
66 also has been shut down as a
precaution while workers attempt
to remove 200,000 bushels of corn
from the elevator, state police said.
The tracks were closed about
11:15 a.m. Monday after workers
noticed the grain elevator was in
poor condition and leaning toward
the tracks, Union Pacific Railroad
spokesman Mark Davis said.
Because of the closing, Amtrak
officials decided to cancel one
Monday evening train from
Chicago to St. Louis and another
one Tuesday morning that runs
from St. Louis to Chicago, compa-
ny spokeswoman Kathleen
Cantillon said.
“Trains going in both directions
are impacted,” Cantillon said.
Passengers who were already
on trains before the rail company
decided to cancel the trains were
detoured around the site on buses,
Cantillon said.
Duck hunters line up for
Thursday’s season start
NASON (AP) — Southern
Illinois’ duck-hunting season does-
n’t start until Thursday, but hunter
Jason Dees isn’t taking any
chances someone will beat him to
his favorite spot on the Big Muddy
River.
Dees, 29, stood Monday morn-
ing on the chilly Dareville ramp —
his boat and blind hitched to his
truck nearby — waiting for 4:30
a.m. Thursday, when southern
Illinois ducks become state-sanc-
tioned prey for 60 days.
“There aren’t that many good
places to kill ducks,” said Dees, a
factory worker from Waltonville
who arrived at the access point to
the Rend Lake tributary on
Saturday. “You have to be here to
reserve your spot.”
Dees sleeps in his SUV, taking
vacation time to do it. Five other
trucks and boats waited alongside
his.
Duck-hunting season started
north of Interstate 80 on Oct. 17
and between I-80 and I-70 on Oct.
24, tracking the ducks’ migration
from the increasingly snowbound
states to the warmer South.
An autumn snow pushes more
ducks southward sooner, said
camo-clad hunter Rod Mick, 42,
who slept in his pickup Sunday
night next to Dees’ SUV.
Although Mick is optimistic he’ll
reach his goal of four mallards on
opening day — the limit is six
ducks daily — it could be tough.
The Illinois Department of
Natural Resources has been hear-
ing from Illinois hunters that
ducks are scarce this year,
spokesman Tim Schweitzer said.
That might be because waterways
haven’t frozen yet in Minnesota
and Wisconsin, he said.
“They may be still there and not
coming down yet,” he said. “We
hope they’re not just bypassing
Illinois.”
Dees isn’t worried. It’s hard to
go home empty-handed opening
day, he said.
Thursday morning, hunters at
the Dareville ramp will watch
their watches for 4:30 a.m., as
game wardens, invisible in the
same camo, watch for cheaters.
Need 20 telemarketers/profes-
sional closers.  Flexible hours,
will train.  Commissions +
bonuses.  Call 345-0323
__________________________11/6
International Programs: Job
opportunity looking for ener-
getic, outgoing, self motivated
individual with interest or
experience in International
travel or study abroad.  Call
Angie or Becky at 581.3390
__________________________11/8
HIRING FOR SECOND
SEMESTER: PART-TIME &
FULL-TIME POSITIONS.
SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR
ORDER ENTRY. STRONG
KEYBOARDING SKILLS A
PLUS. MUST POSSESS
EXCELLENT COMMUNICA-
TION SKILLS. EXPERIENCE
WITH PHONE SALES HELP-
FUL. SCHEDULING FLEXIBLE.
APPLY IN PERSON AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION,
INC. COLES BUSINESS PARK
5955 PARK DRIVE,
CHARLESTON FOR DIREC-
TIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: HIRING FOR SECOND
S E M E S T E R
PROOFREADERS/TYPESET-
TERS. MUST POSSESS COM-
MAND OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AND ABILITY TO DISCERN MIS-
TAKES IN TEXT QUICKLY AND
ACCURATELY. EXPERIENCE
WITH MACINTOSH AND PAGE-
MAKER A PLUS. SCHEDULING
FLEXIBLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION,
INC. COLES BUSINESS PARK
5955 PARK DRIVE,
CHARLESTON FOR DIREC-
TIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
_________________________1/13
Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class
Schedule??? WESTAFF has
immediate long term customer
service/inside sales positions
available. We offer: Flexible
Scheduling, A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid Training, Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe
m/f/h/v
_________________________00
Roommates wanted-Near campus,
single leases available. $275/Month.
Call Lindsey, 348.1479
_________________________11/5
Fall ‘03. 3 BR 1 bath home. Close
walk to campus. 1306 4th Street.
Central air. NO PETS. $675
month. 345.5037
_________________________11/8
Fall ‘03. 6 bed 2 bath home.
Excellent location—718 Grant.
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS.
$1500 month. 345.5037
_________________________11/8
Fall ‘03. 5 bed 2 bath home. Close
to Greek Court. A/C,
Washer/Dryer, Screened-in porch.
NO PETS. $1250 month.
345.5037
_________________________11/8
Fall ‘03. 5 bed 2 bath home.
GREAT location—903 Cleveland.
A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO PETS.
$1125 month. 345.5037
_________________________11/8
DON’T WAIT!! Go for the best!
Beautiful, like new apts. Near
campus! Good management &
security. 345.2516. Available Fall
2003.
_________________________11/29
FALL 2003: 5,4,3,2, BEDROOM
HOUSES  2 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS,1026 EDGAR DR. 348-
5032
_________________________11/11
FALL 2003. Apartments and
houses. Check ‘em out!
www.eiuapts.com. 345-2416.
_________________________11/11
Newly purchased, extra nice, 3
bedroom, 2 bath home on
University Drive. W/D incl. Close
to campus. Available: December
1st or August 1st. 345-9267
_________________________11/15
AVAILABLE NOW OR SECOND
SEMESTER! Townhouses and
Apartments for 2 to 5 Tenants.
Bargain Price! 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
_________________________11/22
Fall 2003: Brittany Ridge, 4 bed-
room for 4 or 5 people, 2 1/2
baths, W/D, DSL access, Low
utilities and great floor plan.
$200/mo/person, Local, respon-
sive landlord. 348.8886 leave
message
________________________12/13
GET OUT OF THE DORMS!!! Get
ready for Springtime parties.
January-rooms available for Short
term lease. Share house VERY
close to campus. 345.3273
_________________________12/16
2 BR, 1 car garage. Nice back-
yard & patio. Located in a
quiet neighborhood. Available
now! $550/mo. 345.5088
_________________________00
Apts. for rent at 1812 9th St.
AVAILABLE NOW! 3&4 BR,
Lease time negotiable. Close
to campus. Please call for
appt. & info. 348.0673
_________________________00
Apts. for Rent at 1812 9th St.
Available 2003-2004. Furnished,
close to campus, behind EIU Police.
1,2,3,& 4 BR. Laundry on premises,
parking included, & trash paid. Locally
owned, clean & nice. Call for appt. &
info. 348.0673
_________________________00
FALL 2003. 2-3 Bedroom fur-
nished apartments. 1/2 block
from rec center. No pets or par-
ties. 345-5048
_________________________00
FALL 2003. Furnished houses for
4-7 girls. 10 month lease. No pets
or parties. 1/2 block from rec cen-
ter. 345-5048
_________________________00
FALL 2003. 1-2 bedroom furnished
apartments. No pets or parties. Low
utilities. 10 month lease. 2 1/2 blocks
from campus. 3454-5048
_________________________00
AVAILABLE DECEMBER: Large 1 BR,
Nicely Furnished. Solid Oak Cabinets,
A/C. $350/mo. Located 741 6th St.
Call 581.7729 or 345.6127
_________________________00
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with dish-
washer, microwave, cent air, laundry,
very nice. No pets. 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE REST.
2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM UNITS
AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO EIU. IF YOU
WANT A NICE, NEW, AND CLEAN
APARTMENT FOR NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR CALL 348-1067
_________________________00
Single apt on square. $350 includes
gas/water/trash. Dave 345-2171 9-
11am
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR
furnished apt. Water, trash,
laundry room, all included for
$260/mo. on the corner, 1111
2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 348-
5427
_________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $280/PERSON. FUR-
NISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSL/ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
_________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COM-
PLEX.  TRASH PD.  1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________00       
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.  CLOSE
TO  CAMPUS.  345-6533.
_________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3 BR
UNF. APT W/ STOVE, REFRIG,
DISHWASHER, MICROWAVE,
CATHEDRAL CEILING, INDIV.
SINK/VANITY IN EACH BED-
ROOM, WATER/TRASH PD. 348-
7746
_________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments avail-
able IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMES-
TER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus.  Located
across from Carman Hall. 345-
6000
_________________________00 
Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt. w/loft, Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1, $425 for 2-
1/2 of duplex, 1 BL N of O’Brien
Field, Call Jan 345.8350
_________________________ 00
2003-2004 school year. Nice and
close to campus. Unfurnished
houses. No pets. $285 per person
per month. 12 month lease. 345-
3148 or 512-9227.
_________________________00
4 BR, 2BA HOUSE FOR FALL
‘03. W/D, low utilities, roomy
with great backyard. Very nice
house, close to EIU. Never
been used as rental before.
345-9595
_________________________00
One bdrm. apts. for Aug ‘03-’04.
PP & W PROPERTIES, INC.  2
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. ONE
BLOCK AND 1 1/2  BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH
STREET. One or Two person leas-
es.  Central heat & AC, laundry
facility. Trash service & off street
parking included.  Perfect for seri-
ous students or couples.  348-
8249
_________________________00
Fall 2003: 2 & 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments. Utilities
included, close to campus, no
pets. Call 345-6885
_________________________00
3 Bedroom, furnished house,
central air, to lease for fall 2003.
Call 346-3583.
_________________________11/5
APARTMENT FOR LEASE! Spring
Semester of 2003 for $220/mo.
One room available. Call
815.626.4665
_________________________11/5
SUBLESSOR WANTED! FULLY
FURNISHED, YOUR OWN BATH-
ROOM & BEDROOM, LOW UTIL-
ITIES, CLOSE TO CAMPIUS (773)
835-1382
_________________________ 11/5
1 or 2 sublessors needed to share
3 bdrm apt. for spring semester.
$250/mo. +utilitiies. Call Jeff at
348-1624.
_________________________11/8
SUBLESSORS NEEDED!!
January-July. 2 BR Apt, 11th &
Jackson. $250/mo + utilities.
Water & Trash paid! W/D. Call
348.1679 ASAP!!
_________________________11/12
FOUND: Watch  near University
building. Call 345-6145 or 345-
3798 to inquire.
_________________________11/7
LOST: a man’s black leather wal-
let. Small reward if returned. Call
345-5088.
_________________________11/8
Congratulations to Lara Renner of
KAPPA DELTA on receiving 2003
Greek Week Overall.
_________________________11/5
TRI-SIGMA NEW MEMBERS: You
are wonderful girls! We are so
proud of you! Get excited for initi-
ation! Love, THE ACTIVES.
_________________________11/5
91% of EIU students think that
people risk harming themselves if
they have 5 or more drinks in one
sitting ((n=471 representative stu-
dents, Spring 2002).
_________________________11/5
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AITP Regular Meeting tonight at 6pm in Lumpkin 2020.
CIRCLE K Meeting tonight at 7pm in Martinsville Rm. New members
welcome!
HAITI CONNECTION Weekly Meeting tonight at 8pm in Newman
Center. Learn about Third World issues & create avenues of change.
THE COUNSELING CENTER. Lifeskills Workshop tomorrow night at
7:30 in Effingham Room. “Feeling Low” presented by Julie Hoffman,
Bridget Busse, & Shawn Ness, Counseling Center. This workshop will
identify the symptoms of depression & will provide ideas for appropri-
ate inventions to alleviate depressive symptoms. Participants will have
the opportunity to be screened for depressive symptoms at the end of
this workshop.
SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT Meeting tonight at
7pm in Oakland Room. Everyone is welcome! Blessed Be!
WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT. Meeting November 5 at 9p.m. in
Martinsville Room of Union. Everyone is welcome.
BLACK STUDENT UNION. Meeting November 5 at 7p.m. in Culture
House on 7th St. Go out and vote!
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
ACROSS
1Fudd of car-
toons
6Speeder’s
snagger
11“The ___”
(Uris novel)
14Actress Téa
15Carroll hero-
ine
16“Hooray,
José!”
17Litter in mon-
key cages
19N.F.L. scores
20U.N. Day mo.
21Econ. yard-
stick
22Solar storm
24General Mills
product
27“What was
___ think?”
28Toys with
keys
33Crooks crack
them
36“Now I get it!”
37Black-tie din-
ner, say
38Memorable
age
39Loafers, e.g.,
or a light-
hearted
description of
17-, 28-, 49-
and 65-
Across
43Outdoor
game
44Sofer of
soaps
46Vow words
47Actress
Massey
49Machine parts
53Musical sense
54More au
courant
58Colorful mar-
ble
62Investment
option: Abbr.
63Corp. bigwig
64D.D.E.’s pred-
ecessor
65What clean
kitchens often
have
68Versatile vehi-
cle, for short
69Bring joy to
70Banks in
Cooperstown
71Scratch
72Tapes for pro-
ducers
73Prescribed
amounts
DOWN
1Macaroni
shape
2TV host Robin
3___ Carlo
4Bambi’s aunt
5Carnival
game
6Mountain-
climbing tech-
nique
7Potent
potable
8Fizzles out
9Constitutional
rights grp.
10Astronaut
Judith
11Tough issue
to handle
12Actor Ray
13Don’t be seri-
ous
18Indigo source
23Party animal?
25You ___ here
26New York or
New Orleans
29Pi follower
30___ Andreas
Fault
31Oomph
32
Multigeneratio
n-al story
33Belgrade
native
34Neighborhood
35Mail to a star
40Truth decay?
41Mount in
Crete
42Gave the high
sign
45“Ah, me!”
48Timothy
Leary’s turn-
on
50Made 7-Down
51Eye parts: Var.
52Soft ball
material
55Graphic sym-
bols
56Like a
Stephen King
novel
57Kentucky
Derby prize
58Good buddy
59Terrier of film
60Bush’s alma
mater
61Reason to
cram
66D.D.E.’s com-
mand
67“___ y Plata”
(Montana’s
motto)
Puzzle by Sherry O. Blackard
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37
38 39 40 41 42 43
44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52
53 54 55 56 57
58 59 60 61 62 63
64 65 66 67
68 69 70
71 72 73
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0924
E L M E R R A D A R H A J
L E O N I A L I C E O L E
B A N A N A P E E L S T D S
O C T G N P S U N S P O T
W H E A T I E S I T O
R O L L E R S K A T E S
S A F E S A H A G A L A
E R A S L I P O N S T A G
R E N A I D O I L O N A
B A L L B E A R I N G S
E A R T R E N D I E R
C A T S E Y E I R A C E O
H S T W A X E D F L O O R S
U T E E L A T E E R N I E
M A R D E M O S D O S E S
S U B L E S S O R S
L O S T A N D F O U N D
P E R S O N A L S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
FREE DIETARY ASSESSMENTS!
Contact Beth at 581.7786
_________________________11/7
***SPRING BREAK
BLOWOUT***  LOWEST
PRICES & FREE TRIPS FREE
MEALS AND PARTIES, BOOK
BY NOV. 6TH, limited invento-
ry left, Most RELIABLE**15
YEARS EXPERIENCE FEA-
TURED ON TRAVEL CHAN-
NEL, & MTV.  SUNSPLASH
TOURS.COM  1-800-426-7710
_________________________11/23
BEFORE YOU SPRING
BREAK, E-BREAK! The online
authority for Spring Break
2003! Visit
www.ebreaknow.com for all of
your Spring Break needs!
_________________________12/16
ACAPULCO-BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS-SPRING BREAK! The
only company exclusive to
Acapulco! That’s why we’re
the BEST. “Go Loco Inn
Acapulco” with the #1 Spring
Break Company in Acapulco
for 16 years! Call
800.875.4525 Today.
www.bianchi-rossi.com. Be a
Rep, travel FREE-ask how!
_________________________12/16
****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578
dept 2626) www.spring-
breakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the
best SPRING BREAK PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE, Reps
needed, Earn $$$$. Group
Discounts for 6+.
1 . 8 8 8 . T H I N K S U N
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2626) 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free
Parties & Meals!
1.800.234.7007 endlesssum-
mertours.com
_________________________12/16
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ADVERTISE!
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) —
Engineers inspected the Alaska pipeline to
determine the extent of the damage
Monday after one of the most powerful
earthquakes ever recorded in the United
States knocked out some of its supports
and forced a shutdown in the flow of oil.
Sunday’s magnitude-7.9 quake was so
strong that it opened cracks 6 feet wide in
roads and rocked boats on lakes as far
away as Louisiana. 
However, only one minor injury was
reported — a woman who broke her arm in
a fall when she fled her home.
The pipeline, which carries crude from
the North Slope oil fields, was shut down
as a precaution, and Alyeska Pipeline
Service Co. spokesman Mike Heatwole
said Monday it was too soon to know when
pumping would resume.
The giant conduit, about 60 miles from
the quake’s epicenter, was not ruptured,
but some brackets were damaged, leaving
sections of the 48-inch-diameter pipe sus-
pended without support, officials said.
Crews began work on temporary supports.
The oil flow can be stopped for mainte-
nance or other reasons without affecting
oil shipments because a reserve is stored
in tanks at the ocean terminal in Valdez.
Oil analysts had little concern that the
pipeline shutdown would dramatically
affect supplies or prices.
“As far as affecting the world’s oil mar-
kets, it would probably have to be knocked
out a month or more,” said Ed Silliere, vice
president of risk management at Energy
Merchant LLC in New York.
Aftershocks rattled the region Monday,
one with a magnitude of 4.5, and seismolo-
gists said more could be expected for the
next several days.
The quake was centered in a remote and
sparsely populated area southeast of
Denali National Park, 90 miles south of
Fairbanks, but was felt throughout much
of Alaska. It cracked highways and roads,
triggered rock slides, shook houses and
knocked over home fuel tanks.
“A charging brown bear I can handle.
This scared the hell out of me,” said Randy
Schmoker of Porcupine Creek. He
watched the ground ripple with a series of
8-inch waves. “They looked like ocean
waves.”
A 150-pound anvil slid 20 feet across the
floor of Schmoker’s metal working shop.
State Transportation Department crews
worked through the night to make tempo-
rary repairs to roads, some of which had
gaps up to 8 feet deep and 6 feet wide.
In the New Orleans area more than 3,000
miles away from the epicenter, the quake
made lakes ripple and sloshed water out of
pools.
At Mandeville, La., Carol Barcia, 47, saw
boats bouncing around and her own boat
banged against its dock. “One poor guy
across the canal from us fell off his sail-
boat,” she said.
Houseboats were shaken from their
moorings on Seattle’s Lake Union, more
than 1,400 miles south.
“This earthquake was shallow and the
energy went directly into the surface and
that is what causes these effects so far
away,” said Dale Grant, a geophysicist
with U.S. Geological Survey’s National
Earthquake Information Center in Golden,
Colo.
Alaska shaken by earthquake reaching Louisiana
Ryder shoplifting
case goes to jury
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) — Actress Winona Ryder’s case went
to the jury Monday after the prosecution and defense presented oppos-
ing portraits of her as a shoplifter out for thrills and as a victim of Saks
Fifth Avenue and lying security guards.
The jury was to begin deliberations Tuesday.
Ryder, 31, is charged with grand theft, burglary and vandalism for
allegedly stealing $5,570 worth of merchandise from the Beverly Hills
Saks Fifth Avenue store on Dec. 12, 2001. The charges carry up to three
years in prison.
“She came, she stole, she left. End of story,” Deputy District
Attorney Ann Rundle said in her closing argument.
“The law doesn’t say only poor people steal,” Rundle added. “It must
have occurred to some of you, ’Why would Winona Ryder steal?’
“Nowhere does it say people steal because they have to. 
People steal out of greed, envy, spite, because it’s there or for the
thrill.”
She noted that in the introduction to one of Ryder’s movies, “Girl,
Interrupted,” there is a voiceover in which the film’s mentally dis-
turbed heroine talks about the thrill of walking out of a store with
something unpaid for.
“She may have been stealing just for the sheer thrill of seeing if she
could get away with it,” Rundle said.
During testimony last week, the prosecutor presented videotapes of
Ryder moving through the store laden with goods. Saks security staff
testified that she cut sensor tags off items in a dressing room and
claimed after being caught that a director told her to shoplift to pre-
pare for a movie role.
“The law doesn’t say crime is OK if your director told you to do it,”
Rundle said. “And there is no evidence that a director told her to do it.”
Ryder was dressed in a cream-colored suit with a pleated skirt, short
jacket and a blouse with a tie at the collar. In an unusual scene before
Rundle’s closing, she engaged the prosecutor in a private, 15-minute
conversation.
In his closing, defense attorney Mark Geragos suggested that Saks,
trying to avoid civil liability, conspired with employees to invent a
story that would make Ryder appear to be a thief and vandal.
Geragos charged that witnesses changed their stories and, in one
case, taped over a security videotape that might have contained impor-
tant evidence.
“The tape that shows what happened when (Colleen) Rainey came
out of the dressing room has been destroyed,” he told the jury, refer-
ring to a security guard who testified that she saw Ryder cut off sen-
sor tags with scissors.
Geragos suggested the scissors may have been planted on Ryder by
a salesperson.
Professors slain by failing student
honored as dedicated workers
Even teens need power naps
GREENWICH, Conn. (AP) — Three boys are
sprawled out on the classroom floor, their heads rest-
ing on their backpacks. Nap time in kindergarten? No,
a meeting of the Power Nap Club at Greenwich High
School in this wealthy community of high achievers.
The club was started by a teacher who figured that
with all the pressure to succeed, some teenagers
could use a little you-time.
Once considered a joke, the Power Nap Club has
grown to about 20 members who meet on Mondays
after school. The club even has T-shirts, a logo of a
cardinal (the school mascot) wearing a nightcap, and
a Latin motto: “Veni vidi dormivi — I came, I saw, I
slept.”
At meetings of the Power Nap Club, members are
encouraged to nod off in the classroom, and there’s no
making fun of those who snore.
In Greenwich, one of America’s richest communi-
ties, with lots of lawyers, doctors and investment
bankers, students are expected to get top scores on
the SATs and apply early to Ivy League colleges.
Extracurricular activities such as sports are a must to
enhance the resume.
“You have to be the best athletically, intellectually,
wear the best clothing, go to the best schools,” said
Anton Anderson, a 58-year-old English teacher who
started the club in 1998. “I think they buy into it. But
it also means their lives are difficult and they need a
little time for themselves.”
Thomas Murphy, spokesman for the Connecticut
Education Department, said he is not aware of any
other nap clubs in schools.
“But that doesn’t mean it is not an area to explore,”
Murphy said, wistfully recalling nap time when he
was a child. “As a 51-year-old male, I believe naps
have been very underrated in this world.”
At 2,450-student Greenwich High, the Power Nap
Club began to grow in popularity about two years ago
when students Jenna Goldstein and Kelly Hannigan
became enthusiastic supporters.
Goldstein and Hannigan, now seniors and co-presi-
dents of the club, laughed at the idea at first. 
But they said they gradually came to appreciate the
club, which also teaches relaxation techniques, for
helping them manage their busy lives and focus bet-
ter.
In Greenwich, “you have to do everything perfect-
ly,” said Goldstein, who plays varsity basketball,
works with two autistic children and has a job as a
party planner.
Those expectations fade for a fleeting few
moments on Mondays.
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — Three nursing professors
killed in a shooting rampage by a student who was
flunking out were hailed at a memorial service
Monday for giving their lives to protect the standards
of their profession.
The nearly 90-minute University of Arizona cere-
mony in honor of Cheryl McGaffic, Barbara Monroe
and Robin Rogers drew about 1,500 people represent-
ing all facets of university life, along with friends and
colleagues from across the state and country.
Among those present were Sen. Jon Kyl and Rep.
Jim Kolbe, though neither spoke publicly.
The three professors were gunned down at the
College of Nursing on Oct. 28 by a 41-year-old student
who was failing.
Robert S. Flores Jr., an Army veteran of the Gulf
War, shot Rogers in her office and McGaffic and
Monroe in a classroom where they were administer-
ing an exam. He then killed himself.
Dr. Raymond Woosley, vice president of the
Arizona Health Sciences Center, said the women
courageously gave their lives defending the stan-
dards of nursing and, by extension, the lives of their
patients.
“Their skills as teachers enabled them to detect an
individual whose could not meet the high ethical,
moral and academic standards of their profession,”
he said. “
By standing firm and upholding the values of nurs-
ing, they protected future patients from possible
harm.”
The speeches were interrupted for a moment of
silence while a bell from the USS Arizona in the
Student Union tower tolled once for each woman.
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EIU Hair Salon
Get a Gander At The New Hours For The Salon
Tuesday - Friday 10:00am-2:00pm
6:00pm10:00pm
Every Saturday 10:00am-4:00pm
Walk-Ins Welcome!
STOP BY FOR A FREE HEALTHY
HAIR CONSULTATION!!
C h i c k e n  L u n c h
2  p ieces  o f  ch icken
m a s h e d  p o t a t o e s  &  G r a v y
co les l aw
b i scu i t
3  P i e c e  D i n n e r
3  p ieces  o f  ch icken
m a s h e d  p o t a t o e s  &  G r a v y
co les l aw
2  b i s cu i t s
$ 26 5 $ 30 0
Every
Tuesday
11am - 8pm
1 3 0 5  L i n c o l n  A v e
2 1 7 - 3 4 5 - 6 4 2 4
Open for Breakfast
Weekdays 5am - 11am
Weekends 5am - 12pm
Tuesday @
$1.50 Bottles
$2 Drinks
$3.50 Pitchers
Catch the games on our BIG Screen
Ope
n 
9 PM
Cartoonists
Wanted
Call
Jessica
581-2812
By Michael Gilbert
STAFF WRITER
Thanks to the efforts of Josh
Kercheval, Tom Watson and Rich
Wahlgren, the Eastern men’s swim team
has dominated the opposition so far this
season. The EIU Panther Invitational,
held last weekend at the Lantz
Natatorium, followed that same trend.
The Eastern men scored a total of 629
points, almost 200 hundred more than
their nearest competitor, IUPUI.
“We swam real well,” head coach Ray
Padovan said. “It was a good meet for
our swimmers.”
Padovan, now in his 35th year of
coaching Panther swimming, knows
that the keys to another Midwest
Classic Championship lie in the per-
formance of his terrific trio of
Kercheval, Watson and Wahlgren.
Kercheval is a senior backstroker
from Sullivan and according to Padovan
he always swims well.
“For quite a while he has been our
best swimmer,” Padovan said. He usual-
ly out-distances the competition.
Kercheval, a co-captain along with
senior Nic Cheviron, has his name atop
many of the Eastern swimming records. 
He ranks No. 1 in Panther history in
the 200 and 400 individual medley and
also has the fastest times in the 100 and
200-yard backstroke.
Another swimmer making waves is
sophomore Tom Watson. The
Bloomington native has found his niche
swimming in the long distance races.
“It took awhile but Watson is really
coming along,” Padovan said. “At first
he didn’t realize long distance events
were where he belonged, but now he
knows its his place in the 200 and 500-
freestyle, and he has been real solid. He
has improved so much since freshman
year. Right now he is swimming phe-
nomenal.”
Although sometimes overlooked by
the performances of Kercheval and
Watson, Rich Wahlgren, a junior from
Palos Heights, has been a real mainstay
on the Panther swim team.
Wahlgren hasn’t had a bad meet all
year, said Padovan. 
Fresh off of winning two events
(short sprint and 100-freestyle) against
Illinois-Chicago on Oct 26, Wahlgren
was back at it again Saturday posting a
career and Eastern best time in the 50-
freestyle. The old record dated back to
the 1970s, according to Padovan.
Next up for the Panthers will be a trip
to Macomb for a dual meet against
Western Illinois.
“It will be a tough meet for us,”
Padovan said. “About 25 percent of our
team is sick with the flu, but by
Saturday we should be okay.”
By Matt Williams
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The mood in the Eastern volleyball team’s locker
room was a little different than usual after their home
match against Tennessee State Saturday at Lantz
Arena.
The Panthers (7-19, 2-10) shut out the Tigers (13-15,
0-11) in three games to snap a 12-match losing streak
and a nine-match conference skid leaving them with a
lot of things to smile about.
“It was a great feeling,” Eastern head coach Brenda
Winkeler said. “It’s one we haven’t felt for quite a
while.”
Eastern put out an entire team effort to end its  skid.
They were able to hit .317, made eight service aces
and out-dug the Tigers 57-50.
“We felt really good about our performance,”
Winkeler said. “We picked up tips, and we passed
extremely well. I thought we played very poised.”
One good working aspect of the Panthers’ game was
sophomore setter Lindsay Perkins. Perkins, who had
been struggling of late, came away with 40 assists and
added five kills against the Tigers. 
Winkeler, who replaced Perkins with freshman
Nicki Fowler in mid-season to try new things on
offense, said the competition with Fowler had some-
thing to do with Perkins’ turnaround.
“I think if there is competition, players will step up,”
Winkeler said. “That is what you saw happen. Both
have stepped up and competed in a positive way.”
The Panthers face Tennessee State again Thursday
in Nashville, Tenn., with hopes of increasing its post-
season chances. Eastern should be able to prepare a
game plan that fits what it saw from the Tigers on
Saturday.
“We are going to look over the tapes and see what
was successful for us,” Winkeler said. “We definitely
want to improve on stopping their middle attack.”
The Panthers play three conference matches in as
many days and will need to win all of them for a
chance to make the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament. They currently sit two spots behind the
six-team field and have no room for mistakes. They
will also need teams like Eastern Kentucky and
Tennessee Tech to lose their matches.
“It’s coming down to these last couple matches,”
Winkeler said. “It’s kind of in our hands, and it’s kind
of not. It goes down to us winning and some other
teams losing.”
McCorkle was proud of fact that
Tennessee-Martin has never been under
NCAA sanctions while he was head coach
and feels that he tried to build the pro-
gram up as fast as he could.
“We did it the right way, but (Dane)
wanted the program to go into a different
direction, but I’m not sure what direction
that is,” McCorkle said.
All the other OVC coaches were
shocked by the dismissal and commented
on McCorkle.
“I couldn’t believe that they did that to
him because if you don’t give a guy
enough scholarships how do you expect
him to win,” Eastern Kentucky head
coach Roy Kidd said. “They never put
him in a situation to win, and it’s a shame
to not let a man finish out the regular sea-
son without a fair chance.
“These AD’s don’t even know much
about the hours and effort we put in
because they probably never played the
game before,” Kidd said.
“The attitude is always that everybody
knows more than (coaches) do,” Murray
State head coach Joe Pannunzio said.
“Sam is an awful good man and howev-
er it happened over there, it’s unfortu-
nate,” Eastern Illinois head coach Bob
Spoo said.
Now that he can look from the outside,
McCorkle doesn’t see UTM having suc-
cess very soon.
“To be honest, I don’t think that they’ve
got a chance,” McCorkle said.
Eastern 
After giving up 675 yards of total
offense and 48 points, head coach Bob
Spoo described his team’s inability to
tackle as “disgraceful.”
Coach Roc Bellantoni had a defense
meeting and discussed certain changes
on the defensive side of the ball.
“I think that the defense had a meeting
and some of the issues could be dealing
with certain individuals,” Spoo said. “I
tend to give the coordinators latitude, and
I believe coach Bellantoni knows what
kind of changes have to be made.”
The Panthers will host an unorganized
Tennessee-Martin team Saturday.
Eastern has never lost to UTM and
since 1996, the margin of victory has
always been more than 20 points.
However, Spoo is highly concerned
over a possible upset.
“They are rushing the ball really well,
and they are an improved football team,”
Spoo said “If we play like we did against
TSU, anything could happen.”
Tennessee State 
Head coach James Reese was beside
himself at the referees after cornerback
Roosevelt Williams stripped the ball
away from receiver C.J. Johnson.
“I could have sworn that a whistle was
blown,” Reese said.
Tennessee State was four yards short
of the school record in net yards and had
tailback Charles Anthony receive the
Ohio Valley Conference Player of the
Week honors after rushing for 192 yards
on 27 carries.
Sophomore quarterback Riley Walker
passed for 435 yards and one touchdown,
Walker is the fourth quarterback the
Tigers have used all season.
“Riley is doing all of the things we ask
of him, that’s to allow your supporting
cast to make plays for you and not to
make mistakes,” Reese said.
Tennessee State will match up against
Murray State Saturday, and after putting
up 54 points against Samford, Racers
head coach Joe Pannunzio said his
offense struggled.
“That kind of comment after 54 points
does worry me a lot,” Reese said.
Changes:
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A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Because Eastern women’s rugby
team has outscored its opponents
544-12 this season, one would think
the adjectives frustrated and disap-
pointed wouldn’t be used to
describe it. 
Despite a 9-0 overall record, the
rugby team, by virtue of its NCAA
classification, will be unable to com-
pete for a national title.
“Every team on our schedule is
playing for a goal and that is to qual-
ify for nationals,” said sophomore
scrum half Jamie Buenzow. “We
have nothing to work for, and it’s
hard to stay focused on winning
because we’re playing for our sea-
son record instead of the national
tourney – we’re not happy about it.”
Eastern, the first NCAA-recog-
nized rugby team in the nation, for-
feited its chances of competing in
the national tournament that is
exclusive to club teams.
“It frustrates me a lot,” freshman
fullback Amy Lalko said. “I know
there would be other teams there
that work just as hard as us — the
competition would be more at our
level — and by going we could
prove we are the No. 1 team in the
nation.”
Head coach Frank Graziano said
the decision to skip the national
tournament was made due to rule
technicalities.
“Since we have become NCAA
we have backed away (from nation-
als),” he said. “There are some rules
and regulations that the club sports
world has that doesn’t fit into the
structure of NCAA.”
Buenzow said the entire team
thinks Eastern could win the nation-
al championship given the opportu-
nity — Graziano doesn’t think a
National Champion title is neces-
sary to validate the team’s success.
“I don’t think we necessarily
need that system,” he said. “I think
we have proven how good we are,
and I don’t think it dampens any-
thing we’ve done.”
The Panthers’ perfect start has
come as a surprise to Graziano, who
said the team’s record was 3-4 last
year. If Eastern wins Saturday at
Dayton to finish 10-0, it will mark
the first time the women’s rugby
team has gone undefeated.
“After the first couple of games,
the confidence has just built over
the course of the season,” Graziano
said. “There was no talk at the
beginning of the season of running
the table.” 
Eastern’s domination has includ-
ed two victories with winning mar-
gins of more than 100 points, which
includes this past weekend’s 108-0
decision against Vanderbilt, a team
that defeated the Panthers last sea-
son.
“We were talking about (the
game) at lunch,” Lalko said. “In one
way, we were rubbing it in, but in
practice we work our butts off —
we deserve the chance to go out in
games and prove our hard work is
worth it.”
Although Eastern will be unable
to compete in the national tourna-
ment, Graziano hopes to bring some
of the nation’s elite to Eastern.  The
Panthers will play against two of the
best teams in the Midwest, Illinois
and Marquette, during their spring
season and Graziano hopes to
schedule the reigning national
champion, Air Force, and possibly
the one from this year, to matches
next fall.
But Buenzow sees the forfeit of
competing for a national champi-
onship as a groundbreaker for the
future.
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Sophomore prop/hooker Desi Pence carries the ball in Eastern’s 108-0
thrashing of Vandervilt
R U G B Y
Panthers experience frustration in victory
 Despite undefeated
record team can not com-
pete for national title
Meinheit:
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championship game, the Panthers will
have to beat No. 3 seed Tennessee-
Martin, who Eastern beat 1-0 this year,
and SEMO will have to be the No. 4
seed Tennessee Tech. 
The only problem for me is neither
of the Panther squads host any tourna-
ment games. As the No. 7 seed in the
MVC tournament, the Panthers will be
the underdog in every match unless
the Panthers and No. 8 seed Western
Kentucky meet in the championship
game somehow. The OVC women’s
soccer tournament is just four teams
and three games all played in two days
hosted by the No. 1 seed SEMO.
So the cure to my fever will have to
come through the Internet or press
releases, but at least I get one more
weekend of Eastern soccer this year.
Before the Panthers head to
Omaha, Neb. to play the
Bluejays, they will play the
University of Illinois-
Springfield (6-10-2) today at
2:30 p.m. at Lakeside Field.
“It’s one of those games we
put in the schedule to kinda use
as a warm up for the post sea-
son,” Howarth said.
Wild:
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This day in Panther sports...
 1996 – The volleyball team
extends its winning streak to
three games with a 3-0 win
over UIC.
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
The Missouri Valley Conference
had an exciting last weekend of the
men’s soccer regular season.
All four MVC games Sunday
were decided by one goal including
an overtime game between Bradley
(12-4-4, 4-3-2) and Evansville (7-10-
2, 2-7). Tulsa (10-8, 4-5) upset Drake
(9-6-2, 5-2-2) 1-0.
With several teams fighting for
seeding in the conference tourna-
ment, this weekend’s games had an
impact on how the conference
standings concluded.
Eastern could have secured  a
sixth place finish with a win over
Southwest Missouri State (8-10, 6-3),
but lost 2-1.
Southwest Missouri won in heart-
breaking fashion, scoring the go
ahead goal with just over a minute
on the clock.
“It’s tough there’s not much I can
do as a coach in those last minutes,”
Eastern head coach Adam Howarth
said. “It’s up to the guys on the field,
and we didn’t quite get it done.”
Eastern (7-10-1, 3-5-1) was affect-
ed by the Tulsa’s upset of Drake.
Had Tulsa lost, Eastern would have
finished sixth in the MVC stand-
ings, one point ahead of Tulsa.
“It was an important game, but
we had (our standing) in our own
hands. We just didn’t take care of
business,” Howarth said.
Had a few other games gone in
the Panthers’ favor during the sea-
son, they could have finished fifth
in the MVC. The Panthers lost to
Drake a week ago 1-0 with the only
goal of the game coming late in the
second half. If the Panthers won
that game along with a win over
Southwest Missouri Sunday, the
Panthers would have finished with
a 5-3-1 record, which would have
been good enough for third place
with Southwest Missouri finishing
fourth at 5-4, Drake tied for fifth
with Bradley at 4-3-2 and Tulsa in
seventh at 4-5.
Despite his team possibly finish-
ing much higher in the standings,
Howarth is happy that his team was
able to make the conference tourna-
ment.
“It’s a good accomplishment
(making it into the MVC tourna-
ment), but we were a few games
away from finishing third,”
Howarth said.
Considering that in a preseason
coaches poll Eastern was ranked 10
out of 10 teams, Howarth is pleased
that the Panthers finished in sev-
enth place.
“We proved that we weren’t the
10 team in the conference,”
Howarth said.
As the No. 7 seed in the MVC
tournament, the Panthers will play
Creighton. The Bluejays (12-3-2, 7-
1-1) finished second in the MVC.
Howarth knows that his team
could have easily finished in eighth
and be paired against first place
Southern Methodist (14-1-3, 7-0-2).
“Creighton is a good team, but
I’m glad not to be playing SMU too,”
Howarth said.
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L O N G  S H O T
Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Are you
ready for
some fútbol?
“I have a fever and the only
cure is more cowbell.”
If you don’t understand this
obscure “Saturday Night Live”
reference, allow me to explain.
In this sketch, the cast is
recreating the recording of the
Blue Oyster Cult classic “Don’t
Fear the Reaper.” For those of
you familiar with the song, you
know that a prominent instru-
ment in the song is a cowbell. 
What makes the sketch
funny is that the producer of
the song, brilliantly played by
Christopher Walken, keeps
stopping the band and instruct-
ing the person playing the
cowbell, played by Will
Farrell, to play the cowbell
louder.
Eventually Walken stops the
band from playing and impec-
cably delivers the line, “I have
a fever and the only cure is
more cowbell.”
So um, Matt, do you have a
point here?
Well, I have a fever, too. And
the only cure is more soccer.
Lucky for me both of Eastern’s
soccer teams will advance to
their respective conference
tournaments.
On the men’s side, the
Panthers, who were ranked
last of 10 teams in the
Missouri Valley Conference in
a coaches’ preseason poll,
went 7-10-1 this season and 3-
5-1 in the MVC, earning the
No. 7 seed in the conference
tournament. 
The Panthers will face the
No. 2 seed Creighton. Eastern
lost to the Bluejays 4-1, then
the No. 12 team in the nation,
Oct. 25
However, in my two years
here it seems last day upsets
hurting the Panthers is a com-
mon theme. 
Last year, the Panthers beat
Western Kentucky in overtime
to all but secure the No. 8 seed
in the MVC tournament except
for Vanderbilt’s upset of
Bradley. This year the
Panthers could have been the
No. 6 seed; however, Tulsa
grabbed it by upsetting the No.
4 seed Drake 1-0 Sunday.
So the Panthers will have to
travel to Omaha, Neb. to play
the Bluejays.
On the women’s side, the
Panthers made a late-season
rally to finish 4-1-1 in the Ohio
Valley Conference to claim the
No. 2 seed in the conference
tournament.
After starting their confer-
ence schedule 0-1-1, the
Panthers won four straight to
finish second place behind
Southeast Missouri State for
the second year in a row.
That’s fine by me, and I’m sure
that’s fine with the Panthers,
considering they were in the
same place last year when
they won the conference tour-
nament to earn a berth in the
NCAA Tournament.
So the Panthers will have to
make a trip to Cape Girardeau,
Mo., again and have to spoil
SEMO’s conference title hopes
again. Before the Panthers and
Indians rehash last year’s 
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By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
University of Tennessee-Martin
asked its head coach Sam McCorkle
to resign Wednesday, and when he
refused to do so, he was informed
by Athletic Director Phil Dane that
he was being let go without the
opportunity to finish the season.
“I’m really confused with the
entire situation because when I was
interviewed for the job, I explained
to them what I was going to do and
I believe that it was a difference in
opinion,” McCorkle said.
Tennessee-Martin was 3-41 in the
four years before McCorkle was
hired and then the athletic depart-
ment cut scholarships.
“I don’t think there’s any doubt
that the loss of scholarships had an
effect on the situation,” McCorkle
said.
McCorkle accumulated a 5-26
record at Tennessee-Martin and has
an overall record of 25-70 while
with the Skyhawks and Livingston
but believed that his termination
had more to do with a constant dis-
agreement with Dane.
“We definitely had a lot of prob-
lems talking about things related to
the program because I always
thought that he’d give me those
scholarships back,” McCorkle said
“I really never felt like I was able to
recruit.”
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N A T E  B L O O M Q U I S T / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Junior line backer Jacob Maurer tackles a Southeast Missouri player while senior line backer Nick Ricks (2) and
redshirt freshman tackle Will Bihun look on. Tackling is a major concern for head coach Bob Spoo after the
Panthers 54-48 OVC win over Tennessee State.
F O O T B A L L
Making changes around the OVC
 Tennessee at Martin
fires head coach,
Panthers need struggling
defense to improve
M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
Wild weekend creates interesting pairings
 Eastern claims No. 7 seed, face No. 2 Creighton
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Junior midfielder Brian Carroll moves the ball upfield against Southwest
Missouri State Sunday in Eastern’s 1-0 loss.
Panther sports calendar
T U E S D A Y Men’s soccer vs. Ill.-Springfield 2:30 p.m.Lakeside Field
T H U R S D A Y Volleyball at Tennessee State 7 p.m.
F R I D A Y Volleyball at Tennessee Tech 7 p.m.
